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• Please only sort emptied packaging into the collection 

bins with the appropriate colour.  

• The packaging does not need to be washed.  

This prevents excess wastewater. 

• If possible, separate different packaging materials 

from one another (e.g. aluminium lids from plastic 

cups, metal brackets from plastic buckets).

• Do not stack packaging inside one other. This  

enables the individual materials to be identified beyond 

doubt in the sorting plant. 

• Please flatten milk and juice packaging.  

This saves space in the preliminary sorting container  

in your kitchen. 

• Be sure to separate white and coloured glass  

containers. This is a requirement for high-quality  

recycling. 

• Lids do not need to be removed from bottles and jars. 

These are automatically sorted out during glass  

processing. 

• Fold cardboard boxes flat before putting them in the 

blue bin. This way, you make better use of the container 

space. Your neighbour will also thank you.



Packaging

is a valuable 

raw material!
Recycling bin
Packaging and other items made of plastic and composite 

materials, tinplate and aluminium belong in the standard 

recycling bin or the collection bag.

Correct:

Plastic bottles, cups and films, milk and juice bags, vacuum 

packaging made of composite materials, tin cans, meal trays 

and aluminium foil, everyday objects made of plastic, compo-

site materials, tinplate, aluminium (e.g. bowls, watering cans, 

pots, cutlery, toys)

Incorrect:

Rechargeable/single-use batteries (risk of ignition), cardboard, 

paper, glass, biowaste, construction waste, residual waste, 

ash, diapers, wood, data carriers, textiles, electrical appliances

 

 

Blue bin
Paper, cardboard and cardboard containers belong  

in the blue bins.

Correct:

Paper, cardboard and cardboard containers belong in the  

blue bins.

Incorrect:

Leftover wallpaper, dirty paper (tissue paper, meal cardboard), 

coated paper (wax and photographic paper, graphic paper), 

carbon paper

Support the recycling of packaging 

waste by disposing of it in the different 

coloured bins.

Clear glass bin
Colourless container glass belongs in the clear  

glass bins.

Correct:

Preserve jars, bottles made of colourless glass

Incorrect:

Coloured container glass, energy-saving bulbs, lead crystal, 

laboratory glass, ceramics, porcelain, mirror glass, ceramic 

hobs

Coloured glass bin
Green container glass belongs in the green glass bin,  

and brown container glass in the brown glass bins.

Correct:

Bottles and jars made of coloured glass

Warning: Green and brown glass is collected separately  

in public places. A blue bottle goes with the green glass  

in this case. However, there is only one bin for coloured  

glass at rubbish tips.

Incorrect:

Colourless container glass, energy-saving bulbs, lead  

crystal, laboratory glass, window glass, ceramics,  

porcelain, mirror glass, ceramic hobs


